Casio and the Market

Building Strong Partnerships

Responsibilities
Casio is building strong partnerships with suppliers in and outside Japan that share
to Suppliers
Casio’s procurement policies.

Fulfilling Social Responsibilities
Together with Suppliers

Procurement Policies

Social Responsibility Guidelines

1. Fair and equitable transactions
Casio carries out fair and equitable transactions by
providing equal opportunities to all suppliers (and
candidates) in and outside Japan in accordance with its
internally established procedures.

11. Compliance with laws and social norms

CSR Management

Guidelines covering the following areas have been
established in order to fulfill social responsibilities
through procurement.

CSR Highlights

Casio has set forth the Social Responsibility Guidelines,
including compliance with laws and social norms, and
environmental protection, in order to fulfill its social
responsibilities together with its suppliers through
procurement activities.

Casio aims to fulfill its social responsibilities, including
compliance with relevant laws and social norms, and
protection of the environment, through fair and equitable
transactions throughout the supply chain by strengthening
partnerships with suppliers.

Corporate Profile

Basic Thoughts behind the Approach
to Procurement Policies

12. Environmental protection

Casio’s procurement activities comply with all relevant
laws, social norms, standards, and treaties worldwide,
including the protection of human rights, prohibition of
child labor, forced labor and discrimination. Therefore,
Casio also requires its suppliers to observe the same legal
and social requirements.

13. Proper information security
14. Respect for intellectual property
15. Sound and stable corporate management
16. Superior technological development abilities

3. Environmental protection

17. Right price and quality
18. Stable supply
19. Electronic transaction systems

Casio builds relationships of trust with its suppliers through
reciprocal efforts, such as merging and complementing of
mutual technological development abilities, supply chain
cooperation, compliance with laws and social norms, and
protection of the global environment, which will benefit
both parties.

6. Right price and quality
Casio endeavors to secure right price and quality in order
to provide its customers with a stable supply of optimal
products, to ensure that Casio gains the full confidence of
customers around the world.

Managing the Guidelines
Company Data

Casio initiates and continues transactions with suppliers
based on comprehensive evaluation criteria, which include
compliance with laws and social norms, environmental
protection, proper information security, respect for intellectual property, sound and stable corporate management,
superior technological development ability, right price and
quality, stable supply capabilities, and electronic transaction systems.

Sharing the Guidelines
By holding of Procurement Policy Presentation Meetings and
individual consultations, Casio is conveying its policies to
suppliers in and outside Japan. The Guidelines have been
posted on Casio’s Website and also distributed in printed
form to the people concerned.

Casio works together with
suppliers to resolve such
issues as may be identified in the regular surveys,
which are conducted by
means of answering prescribed questionnaires.

Procurement Policy Presentation Meeting

Reporting on the Guidelines

7. Prohibition of personal-interest relationships

Casio releases regular reports on its fulfillment of the Social
Responsibility Guidelines.

Casio does not allow any employee to have personalinterest relationships with suppliers.
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Casio and Society

5. Policies on supplier selection and transaction
continuation

10. Prohibition of personal-interest relationship

Casio and Employees

4. Strengthening partnerships with suppliers

Casio and

Casio helps to protect the global environment through
environmentally friendly procurement, which is based on
the Casio Environment Charter and Fundamental
Environmental Policies, in cooperation with suppliers.

Casio and the Market the Global Environment

2. Compliance with laws and social norms
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